
C A N D L E W I C K  P R E S S  D I S C U S S I O N  G U I D E

This discussion guide, which can be used with large 
or small groups, will help students meet several 
of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for 
English Language Arts. These include the reading 
literature standards for key ideas and details, craft 
and structure, and integration of knowledge and 
ideas (CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL), as well as the speaking 
and listening standards for comprehension and 
collaboration and for presentation of knowledge 
and ideas (CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL). Questions can also 
be used in writing prompts for independent work.

Common Core  
Connections
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About the Book
Zezé is a devil — or maybe he’s an angel. 

It’s hard to be sure. The five-year-old 

(who sometimes lies and says he’s six) is 

constantly getting into trouble at home 

and on the streets of his desperately 

poor Rio de Janeiro neighborhood. He is 

regularly punished with beatings, mostly 

from his out-of-work father. But at 

school, he’s a top student. Alongside Seu 

Ariovaldo, he makes heavenly music. And 

when he is with his friend Portuga, he 

overflows with love. An autobiographical 

novel about cruelty and kindness, this 

Brazilian classic originally published in 

1968 is ready to break the hearts of a 

whole new generation of readers.

MY SWEET 
ORANGE TREE
José Mauro de Vasconcelos

translated by Alison Entrekin

About the Author
Before beginning his writing career at the age of twenty-

two, José Mauro de Vasconcelos (1920–1984) worked as 

a fisherman, a laborer on a banana farm, and a sparring 

partner for boxers in his native Brazil. The author 

of more than twenty books, he is best known for this 

autobiographical novel.



 1.  Zezé believes that an orange tree speaks to him. 
Do you? Why does the boy turn to a tree for 
companionship? What do Zezé’s conversations 
with Sweetie reveal about his own deepest 
thoughts and fears?

 2.  Told entirely from the point of view of a young 
child, this novel makes sudden shifts from 
fantasy to reality. How can you tell when Zezé is 
imagining an experience? How can you tell when 
he is truly experiencing an event? Portuga says 
to Zezé that “the world in that little head of yours 
is confusing me” (page 173). Do you agree with 
Portuga? Why?

 3.  Zezé is only five years old. At what points in this 
novel does he act much older than that? When 
does he behave much younger?

 4.  Take a closer look at how Zezé and his family talk 
about their extreme poverty. Were you surprised 
by how open they are about their neediness? 
When do they ask strangers for help? Are they 
also looking for pity? Does that matter? Why?

 5.  This novel is clearly set in the past, but how long 
ago in the past? Search for clues in the text. Who 
are the movie stars mentioned in the story? When 
were they famous? What types of vehicles travel 
along the Rio–São Paolo Highway? What do you 
learn from the author’s biographical information?

 6.  Consider the line on the title page “The story of a 
little boy who discovered pain.” How well does it 
capture the spirit of the book? If you could write a 
single line about your life, what would it be?

 7.  Zezé is a word lover who wants to be a poet, but 
he can use his language gifts cruelly. Why does 
he call his sister Jandira “a whore. A murderer. A 
bitch!” (page 185)? Did she deserve that invective? 
Did he deserve his punishment? Why?

 8.  How do you think Zezé’s childhood might have 
been different if he had been born in the United 
States? Based on this novel, what were some 
significant cultural differences between Brazil 
and the United States at that time?

 9.  Discuss the importance of imagination in Zezé’s 
life. How does it enrich his life? How does it also 
make it more difficult?

10.  Zezé and Portuga couldn’t be more different, yet 
they become close friends. How does their rocky 
first meeting blossom into a healing friendship? 
Why is each so important to the other? What 
special quality does each bring to their friendship?

11.  “No one reads without having learned to,” Jandira 
says to her younger brother (page 17). But five-
year-old Zezé really does know how to read. What 
does this tell you about his personality? What 
does it suggest about his future?

12.  Explore the influence of Zezé’s mother on her son’s 
life. What are the losses that she has suffered? 
What are the burdens she carries? Her beautiful 
song about a sailor fills Zezé with a sadness that 
he doesn’t understand (page 5). Why do you think 
it touches him so deeply?

13.  The older children in Zezé’s family look after the 
younger ones. What are the disadvantages of this 
arrangement? What are the advantages?

14.  “I think he must have been like me,” Zezé says 
about his father, “the bad one in the family” (page 
57). How do you judge Zezé’s father? Why does he 
beat his son so brutally?

15.  Zezé describes himself as “the devil’s godson. . . . 
I’m good for nothing. A naughty boy, really 
naughty” (page 53). Yet his teacher says he has  
“a beautiful heart” (page 101). Who do you think 
is right, Zezé or his teacher? Why?

16.  Many authors look back on their childhood with 
affection, but not the author of this novel. How 
would you describe the tone of the last chapter 
of this book? What did Zezé learn “way too soon” 
(page 262)?

17.  First published in Brazil more than fifty years 
ago, My Sweet Orange Tree has been translated 
into nearly twenty languages. What do you think 
explains its enduring popularity? Why does 
the book appeal to such a broad international 
audience?

Discussion Questions
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